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ABSTRACT. Marine traffic is increasing in the Canadian Arctic, largely because of changing ice conditions, a growing tourism industry, and natural resource extraction. Impact assessment (IA) is a primary instrument for managing the impacts of project development in the Arctic, but there has been limited analysis of the scope and application of IA for identifying and managing the impacts of shipping. This paper examines the impacts of shipping activity associated with mining projects in the eastern Canadian Arctic, including barge traffic and resupply vessels; the mitigation actions commonly prescribed in IA; and the key IA challenges facing decision-makers. Results show 71 impacts that may be considered common to IA applications for shipping, for which the mitigation strategies rely heavily on compliance-based measures and “best” practices to either minimize or avoid impacts, supported by follow-up programs that provide for adaptation of mitigation based on monitoring results. However, results also illustrate concerns over the ability of IA to effectively manage the cumulative effects of increasing Arctic marine traffic. Only a minority of projects involving marine transport trigger IA, even though other types of marine traffic, such as tourism, may generate similar types of impacts. The common impacts and mitigation solutions identified in this research and the lessons from monitoring can inform future IAs for shipping, improve permitting processes for shipping activities that do not require IA, and provide a foundation for a more regional or sector-wide approach to identifying and mitigating the cumulative effects of increasing vessel traffic.
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RÉSUMÉ. Dans l’Arctique canadien, le trafic maritime augmente, principalement en raison des conditions changeantes de la glace, de la croissance de l’industrie du tourisme et de l’extraction des ressources naturelles. Les évaluations environnementales (EE) constituent un des principaux outils de gestion des incidences de la mise en valeur de projets dans l’Arctique. Toutefois, il existe peu d’analyses sur le rôle de la portée et de l’application des EE dans la détermination et la gestion des incidences de la navigation maritime. Cet article examine les incidences de la navigation maritime liée aux projets d’exploitation minière dans l’est de l’Arctique canadien, ce qui touche la circulation de barges et de navires de ravitaillement; les mesures d’atténuation couramment prescrites dans les EE; et les principaux défis auxquels les preneurs de décisions font face en matière d’EE. Selon les résultats, il y a 71 incidences susceptibles d’être considérées comme communes aux applications d’EE en matière de navigation maritime, pour lesquelles les stratégies d’atténuation dépendent beaucoup de mesures de conformité et de mesures «exemplaires» pour minimiser ou éviter les incidences, ces stratégies étant appuyées par des programmes de suivi qui prévoient l’adaptation des résultats de surveillance fondés sur l’atténuation. Cependant, des inquiétudes en rapport avec la capacité des EE à bien gérer les effets cumulatifs de l’accroissement du trafic maritime dans l’Arctique se dégagent aussi des résultats. Seulement une minorité de projets faisant appel au transport maritime déclenchent la tenue d’EE, même si d’autres types de navigation maritime, comme celle liée au tourisme, peuvent engendrer des incidences semblables. Les incidences communes et les solutions d’atténuation présentées dans cette recherche, de même que les leçons tirées de la surveillance, peuvent éclairer les EE à venir en matière de transport maritime, améliorer les processus d’établissement de permis pour les activités de transport qui n’exigent pas d’EE, et servir de fondement à une approche plus régionale ou sectorielle visant à déterminer et à atténuer les effets cumulatifs de l’augmentation du trafic maritime.
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Traduit pour la revue Arctic par Nicole Giguère.
INTRODUCTION

Arctic environments are experiencing rapid environmental and social change. Pressures arise from population growth, resource development, tourism, and changing political relationships (Arctic Council, 2016). Climate change plays a significant role in a changing Arctic environment, with declining sea ice cover, lessening snow cover extent and depth, thawing permafrost, as well as changes in species distributions in terrestrial and aquatic environments (Larsen et al., 2014; McWhinnie et al., 2018). Some of the strongest negative trends in sea ice extent and volume in the Canadian Arctic are in Hudson Bay and Baffin Bay, both of which are regions with heavy shipping activity (Dawson et al., 2018). Changes in sea ice and climatic conditions may have implications for shipping and opportunities related to international trade (Stephens, 2016), natural resource development (Têtu et al., 2015), and tourism (Lasserre and Têtu, 2015).

Dawson et al. (2018) found that vessel traffic nearly tripled between 1990 and 2015 across the Canadian Arctic, which is defined as the Northern Canada Vessel Traffic Services Zone (Minister of Justice, 2010). Arctic communities have a different relationship to shipping than coastal communities in southern Canada, since many depend on shipping to meet their most basic needs for goods, services, and energy supply. This reliance has profound repercussions for the availability and prices of food, construction materials, housing, and fuel for electricity, heating, and transportation (Prowse et al., 2009; Brooks and Frost, 2012; CCA, 2017). In addition to community resupply, many other types of vessels operate in the Canadian Arctic: government and research vessels, general cargo ships, bulk carriers, tanker ships, passenger ships, pleasure crafts, tugs and barges, fishing vessels, and oil and gas exploration vessels (Pizzolato et al., 2014; Dawson et al., 2017). The largest portion of the increase in traffic comes from general cargo and government icebreakers, including research ships, while the fastest growing segment is pleasure crafts (or non-commercial tourism). Spatially, changes in traffic have favoured areas with active land-based mineral exploration and development sites (Dawson et al., 2018).

The possibility and reality of increased Arctic shipping raise important questions for local communities, governments, and industry concerning the impacts to both natural and human environments (Têtu et al., 2015; McWhinnie et al., 2018). Arctic shipping comes with its own unique set of challenges: the seasonality of routes, the presence of ice hazards, climate variability, requirements for specific equipment, the availability of bathymetric and navigational data, and the availability of and proximity
to emergency response capabilities (CCA, 2016; Guy and Lasserre, 2016). Vessels and shipping activity and associated infrastructure in the Arctic are highly regulated through a range of international agreements, as well as federal and territorial legislation and regulations (VanderZwagg et al., 2008; Chircop, 2009; Dawson et al., 2017). The increase in shipping activity across the Arctic, from tourism to re-supply for communities and industrial developments, places increased pressure on the regulatory and planning environment to identify potential impacts associated with shipping activity and manage this change.

Impact assessment (IA), also referred to as environmental assessment or environmental impact assessment, is one of the primary regulatory, planning, and decision-support tools used across the Arctic to assess, mitigate, and monitor the impacts of development activities (Koivurova, 2008; Noble and Hanna, 2015). The basic intent of IA is to identify the likely significant environmental and social impacts of a proposed action, determine appropriate mitigation responses, and provide an opportunity for public comment before decisions are made regarding those actions (Morgan, 2012). In the Canadian Arctic there is a mix of territorial IA (e.g., Yukon Environmental and Socio-economic Assessment Act) and systems that have developed from the settlement of comprehensive Indigenous land-claim agreements, administered under regional co-management boards (e.g., Mackenzie Valley Environmental Impact Review Board, Western Arctic Environmental Screening Committee and Environmental Impact Review Board, Nunavut Impact Review Board).

Most shipping activities in the Canadian Arctic do not trigger IA reviews. In the eastern Canadian Arctic, for instance, a shipping activity is subject to review through the IA process only if it is part of a land-based project (Barry et al., 2016). Triggering an IA can also depend on who is undertaking the activity. For example, a barge carries cargo and fuel for community resupply to Rankin Inlet, Nunavut, during the open-water season; this type of shipping is not subject to an IA screening to determine if a more comprehensive assessment is required beyond the usual needed permits to operate a sealift. The same barge could be contracted to supply the Meliadine gold mine in Nunavut with cargo and fuel, using the same route and harbour facilities; this type of shipping would undergo an IA, but only as part of the land-based project authorization. Tourism operations and research vessels can trigger an IA screening process, but are not typically subject to a full IA (Thiessen, 2019). The number of shipping activities subject to a comprehensive IA for environmental, social, and cumulative impacts is thus low compared to total vessel traffic.

Notwithstanding the increase in shipping activity in the Arctic and the importance of IA as a public review process for identifying and managing impacts, there has been limited analysis of the types of impacts and mitigations addressed in IAs for shipping activity. While studies exist on shipping in the Canadian Arctic (Prowse et al., 2009; Pizzolato et al., 2014; Stewart et al., 2015; Têtu et al., 2015; Guy and Lasserre, 2016; Dawson et al., 2018; McWhinnie et al., 2018), the role of IA in Arctic shipping has received minimal attention. Understanding industry practice has historically played a critical role in advancing the knowledge base necessary to build international standards (VanderZwagg et al., 2008). In this paper, we identify the routine impacts of Arctic shipping that are considered in IA and explore the management approaches adopted in project design, mitigation, and follow-up. In doing so, there is an opportunity to discover transferable lessons for managing impacts across IA practice and to inform best management practices for those shipping activities that are not subject to full IA but are likely to generate similar impacts.

STUDY AREA AND METHODS

The Nunavut Settlement Area (NSA) (Fig. 1), a region highly dependent on the marine environment for travel, hunting, harvesting, recreation, livelihoods, health, and cultural values, has seen shipping traffic double between 1990 and 2015 (Dawson et al., 2017). The shipping operations of projects in the NSA that have undergone an IA by the Nunavut Impact Review Board (NIRB) were the focus of this research. The marine environment is an important connector for Inuit and Nunavummiut (residents of Nunavut). Of the 25 communities in Nunavut, all but one are coastal and all are only connected by air and sea (Dawson et al., 2017). While sea ice has been a barrier to shipping in the region, it is an important avenue for the mobility of communities (Olsen et al., 2019). Recent studies by Têtu et al. (2015) and McWhinnie et al. (2018), to name just a few, have noted increasing concerns of local communities about the impacts of increased shipping activity and pollution on marine environments at local and regional scales.

The NSA was established through the signing of the Agreement Between the Inuit of the Nunavut Settlement Area and Her Majesty The Queen in Right of Canada (Nunavut Agreement) (Canada and Tungavik Federation of Nunavut, 1993), a comprehensive land claim that led to the creation of the territory of Nunavut in 1999. “Land” in the Nunavut Agreement (1993, Article 3) includes freshwater and marine areas in the NSA. The process of settling land claims created what Wenzel (2004) calls “two Nunavuts”: one created by the Nunavut Agreement and the other, the territory and political unit of Nunavut, through the division of the Northwest Territories. The Nunavut Agreement fundamentally recognized Inuit title and the right to use and make decisions about land and resources within the NSA (Barry et al., 2016). This trajectory makes Nunavut’s regulatory environment unique in Canada. Nunavut has a public government created to infuse Inuit culture and values within the workings of a system that bears the hallmarks of Western style governance, for a region where 85% of the population is Inuit (Statistics Canada, 2017).
Nunavut’s integrated resource management system involves institutions of public governance or co-management boards that are responsible for the management of water and wildlife, land use planning, IA, and surface rights. The NIRB is the co-management board responsible for conducting IAs of project proposals within the NSA, including the marine environment. The NIRB’s purpose—to protect and promote the existing and future well-being of Nunavummiut and the ecosystemic integrity of the NSA—was established in the Nunavut Agreement (1993, Article 12.2.5) while the Nunavut Project Planning and Assessment Act (NuPPAA, 2013) realizes the “one-window approach” to land and resource management as envisioned under the agreement. Under NuPPAA, the NIRB receives project referrals from the Nunavut Planning Commission where projects are assessed for their conformity to regional land use plans, if such plans have been established (Barry et al., 2016; NPC, 2016). The NIRB can also receive referrals from Parks Canada when, for example, a cruise ship seeks passage through a marine protected area or access to a national park. This example marks a critical distinction for shipping activities: for shipping to trigger an IA screening process, it must include a land-based activity that requires authorization, such as national park access or a mining operation including shipping.

Once a referral is received, NIRB screens the application and determines if an IA review is required based on whether the project may have significant adverse ecosystemic or socioeconomic effects, significant adverse effects on wildlife habitat or Inuit harvesting activities, or cause significant public concern (NuPPAA, 2013, section 89(1)). Marine activities such as tourism or scientific research vessels are considered “projects” and screened by the NIRB; however, these types of activities typically do not require an IA and are referred to various territorial or federal authorizing agencies for applicable permitting. If an IA review is necessary, the terms of reference are set in a scoping phase during which ecological and socioeconomic valued components (VCs) are selected, baseline conditions for biophysical and human environments are described, project activities and components are assessed for their potential impacts on VCs, impact predictions are made, mitigation measures identified, and potential residual impacts are evaluated for their significance. A project’s proponent prepares the environmental impact statement (EIS). The NIRB then conducts public and technical reviews of the EIS, which includes a final public hearing. The NIRB then makes a recommendation to the responsible federal minister on whether the project should proceed and, if so, the terms and conditions of the project’s certificate. All project documents and correspondences from the time the screening application is received through post-certificate monitoring or amendments are posted online through the NIRB’s Public Registry (Public Registry, n.d.).

In this co-managed process, intervenors or participants include federal and territorial authorizing agencies, organizations and individuals representing Inuit as rights holders, hamlet representatives, the public, and non-governmental or transboundary groups (NIRB, 2018d). NIRB’s process aims to create opportunities for rights holders to participate in decision making and, importantly, to consider Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit and Inuit Qaujimaningit (collectively IQ) in the IA process (Gondor, 2016). IQ encompasses a body of knowledge, worldviews, cosmology, experiences, and values rooted in the daily life of the Inuit across Inuit Nunangat (homeland) and guides “how to live a good life” (Karetak and Tester, 2017:3), beyond a narrow conception of traditional knowledge (TK) (Tester and Irniq, 2009; Barry et al., 2016; Egede Dahl and Hansen, 2019). This distinction is important in Nunavut (Wenzel, 2004; Lévesque, 2015); before the creation of the territory, there was a desire to develop an Inuktitut term to acknowledge that Inuit TK encompassed far more than what Western science understands about TK (Usher, 2000; Stevenson, 2006; White, 2006) and to integrate the breadth of Inuit culture into bridging the two Nunavuts. In IAs, the NIRB uses the guiding principles of IQ developed by the Government of Nunavut (GN, n.d.). Proponents are required to not only incorporate IQ into baseline studies but to demonstrate in their EIS how the effects assessment,
mitigation or management measures, and monitoring employ IQ values.

**Data Collection and Analysis**

Our method and approach involved a document review of a sample of completed IAs between 2006 and 2018 and focus groups with NIRB members. The purpose of the document review was to identify the impacts of Arctic shipping routinely considered in IA and how those impacts are managed. The focus groups were used to validate the findings of the document review, to supplement information reported in the public IA record, and to provide an institutional perspective on how the NIRB makes decisions in IAs. Two focus groups were held in Cambridge Bay, Nunavut in July 2018: one with 10 members of the NIRB’s technical and executive staff and another with the eight sitting board members (full representation at the time).

The sample of IAs was selected based on inclusion criteria: 1) the status of a completed review, 2) the involvement of a shipping component or marine infrastructure such as a dock or port in the project, and 3) the availability of documents on the NIRB’s Public Registry (Table 1). Using the registry, only mining projects had undergone an IA by the NIRB as of 2018. Of the completed IAs, all involved a shipping component, but the Jericho Project and Doris North Mine were excluded from the analysis because of the limited availability of documents at the time of this research. Eight IAs for six mines with a shipping component were identified (including one amendment and one expansion to existing projects). One project, the Mary River iron ore mine, involves the year-round shipping of ore concentrate destined for European markets, as well as cargo and fuel, while the remaining five projects move gold (or, in the case of Kiggavik, proposed to move uranium) by air and involve the seasonal resupply of cargo and fuel (open-water shipping only). Based on the proposed number of transits (Table 1), collectively these six mines could account for approximately 243 vessel trips per year, assuming some overlap in project operational phases. Proponents did not present annual transits in kilometres traveled, so it is unclear how many kilometres these projects could account for in total annual kilometres travelled by all vessels in the NSA. The documents reviewed for each IA were sections of the final EIS, including the marine environment chapter, cumulative effects chapter, shipping management plans, and the final public hearing report. A total of 70 documents were reviewed across the sample of IAs.

### TABLE 1. Projects selected for document review.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Certificate number and date</th>
<th>Project name and NIRB reference number</th>
<th>Project type</th>
<th>Proposed number of vessel transits during operation/year</th>
<th>Shipping and infrastructure component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#005 2012</td>
<td>Mary River 08MN053</td>
<td>Iron mine</td>
<td>102 ore carriers (year-round, Steensby) 6 – 9 cargo/fuel (seasonal, Milne)</td>
<td>Original application: open-water resupply from Milne Port (north of the mine site), and year-round shipping of ore with icebreaking vessels from Steensby Port (south of the mine site).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#005 Amendment 2014</td>
<td>Mary River 08MN053 Phase 1 of Early Revenue Phase (ERP)</td>
<td>Iron mine</td>
<td>54 ore carriers (seasonal, Milne)</td>
<td>Phase development application: open-water shipping of ore from Milne Port.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#006 2015</td>
<td>Meliadine 11MN034</td>
<td>Gold mine; open-water resupply</td>
<td>5 – 8 cargo; 4 – 6 fuel</td>
<td>Open-water resupply. Port facilities in Melvin Bay near Rankin Inlet (existing).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#007 2017</td>
<td>Back River Project 12MN036</td>
<td>Gold mine; open-water resupply</td>
<td>10 vessels</td>
<td>Open-water resupply. Bathurst Inlet dock facilities (new).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate refused 2016</td>
<td>Kiggavik 09MN003</td>
<td>Uranium mine; open-water resupply</td>
<td>Maximum 31/year</td>
<td>Open-water resupply. Dock facilities in Baker Lake (new).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#008 2016</td>
<td>Whale Tail Pit – Meadowbank Gold Project 16MN056</td>
<td>Gold mine; open-water resupply</td>
<td>3 – 6 vessels</td>
<td>Open-water resupply. Dock facilities in Baker Lake (existing).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#009 2018</td>
<td>Phase 2 Hope Bay (expansion to Doris North Gold Mine, Certificate #003) 12MN001</td>
<td>Gold mine; open-water resupply</td>
<td>6 – 7 vessels</td>
<td>Open-water resupply. Roberts Bay dock facilities (existing and new).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Proposed total transits: 243 vessels/year

1 As proposed and reported in each project’s environmental impact statement or the final public hearing report, all available through the NIRB’s Public Registry
The first round of coding of IA documents and focus group transcripts was completed in NVivo 12. Summary tables presented in EIS were used as a starting point to identify shipping impacts and mitigation measures. Impacts in IA documents are often obscured by the sheer volume of information presented (i.e., each chapter of an EIS can be hundreds of pages). The first round of coding yielded 543 potential impacts of shipping and 428 proposed mitigation measures. These codes were then organized into a matrix, where additional details not reported in the summary tables were added to identify the project activity or effect pathway, the potential effect, the VCs affected, and possible mitigation measures. Mitigation measures were classified based on the mitigation hierarchy (Tinker et al., 2005; Larsen et al., 2018): avoid, minimize, and compensate. Routine impacts and their corresponding mitigation measures were defined as those common to at least three projects. A limitation of this approach is that identifying impact statements and proposed mitigation measures is not indicative of actual outcomes or effectiveness of mitigation, which can only be verified through monitoring.

Public hearing reports were reviewed to gain an understanding of the NIRB’s approach to assessing and managing projects with a shipping component in advance of the focus groups. Public hearings are enabled under the Nunavut Agreement (1993: Article 12.2.24) and NuPPAA (2013: section 26) and intended to balance the requirements of natural justice, procedural fairness, and legal powers (such as the ability to subpoena witnesses), while emphasizing flexibility and informality. Public hearings are not bound by the same rules as court proceedings and acknowledge Inuit traditions of oral communication and decision-making (NIRB, 2018d). Summary reports prepared by the NIRB after the public hearing provided additional context and explanation of the NIRB’s approach to impact management based on the findings of the EIS, the technical review, and the perspectives of affected communities. Emergent themes from the analysis of impacts and mitigation and the context provided by the hearing reports informed the focus group discussions. Focus group transcripts were then coded to allow for critical reflection of the themes that emerged from the IA documentation (Richards and Morse, 2013).

RESULTS

Potential Impacts of Shipping

The selection of marine VCs was similar across all eight IAs, including marine water quality, marine fish and fish habitat, and marine mammals. Indicator species varied depending on the local and regional study areas; ringed seals were the only common mammal across all IAs. Marine sediment quality and marine birds were assessed in seven of the eight IAs, although birds were assessed as part of the terrestrial environment in the eighth assessment. Sea ice was only assessed for Mary River, the only project that involved year-round shipping and icebreaking. For socioeconomic VCs, the terminology and organization of the human environment chapters varied across projects but common VCs relevant to the marine environment included country foods, resource and land-use, and Inuit harvesting activities.

A total of 543 potential impacts of shipping and 428 proposed mitigation measures were identified from the sample of IA documents. Often, mitigation measures were presented as addressing multiple impacts. After duplicates were removed, and impacts were organized by VC and any corresponding mitigation, 331 potential impacts were identified. A total of 71 biophysical impacts were considered routine (i.e., common to at least three projects). However, there were only a few routine impacts identified to the human environment. Given the inclusion criteria, impacts to the biophysical and human environments do not include effects or pathways associated with year-round shipping such as icebreaking since only one project involved these activities.

Table 2 shows the potential, routine biophysical impacts of Arctic shipping in the NSA along with the common mitigation measures for each impact or group of impacts. Where VCs are grouped, such as water quality and sediment quality, some projects assessed these VCs together and some separately. The impacts and mitigation measures assessed separately were often the same for both components, so they are presented together in Table 2. Multiple effects listed for a VC were counted individually rather than by project activity or causal factor, which yielded a total of 71 potential impacts.

Typical project activities that were assessed included construction activities for in-water and supporting infrastructure; project footprints from infrastructure and the shipping route; routine shipping activities such as ballast water exchange, fuel transfers, and discharges; site discharge and contact water; and accidents and malfunctions such as fuel spills or grounding events. Proponents were also required to consider transboundary effects where applicable, cumulative effects, and climate change in their impact statements.

Only two impacts to the human environment from shipping activities were considered routine (i.e., common to at least three projects) across the sample of IA documents. This result is likely because of how human VCs are selected, the differences between and within regions and communities, and the differences in how each proponent approached the assessment. Since the shipping components were part of a mining proposal, much of the human environment chapters focused on the effects of resource development. Unlike biophysical impacts, the social, cultural, and economic impacts of shipping activities were often specific to the context of each local community and environment. VCs ranged from marine resources such as country foods or materials for arts and crafts like soapstone; Inuit harvesting activities including hunting, fishing, and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project activity or causal factor</th>
<th>Potential impact</th>
<th>Valued component</th>
<th>Common mitigation measures by mitigation type/hierarchy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anti-fouling coating of vessels</td>
<td>(01) Increased concentrations of tributyltin (TBT) in marine water and sediments.</td>
<td>Water quality</td>
<td>Compliance: Canada Shipping Act; IMO International Convention on the Control of Harmful Anti-fouling Systems on Ships. Regulations prohibit the use of TBT and require the application of non-TBT or organotin chemicals in anti-fouling coatings on ships.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sediment quality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballast water exchange</td>
<td>(02) Localized increase in temperature and reduction in nutrient concentrations in water column.</td>
<td>Water quality</td>
<td>Compliance: Canada Shipping Act; Ballast Water Control and Management Regulations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(03) Localized salinity guidelines exceedance during open-water period.</td>
<td>Sediment quality</td>
<td>Avoidance: projects with seasonal resupply do not discharge ballast water, but if there is an instance where exchange is required, any vessel must comply with the above regulations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(04) Changes in water and sediment quality, reducing benthic productivity with food chain effects.</td>
<td>Marine fish habitat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(05) Invasive species: potential for disease transmission, changes to native populations including abundance and alterations to habitat.</td>
<td>Marine fish habitat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge from ships: bilge,</td>
<td>(06) Increase in biological oxygen demand.</td>
<td>Water quality</td>
<td>Compliance: Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act; MARPOL Convention; Nunavut Guideline for Burning and Incineration of Solid Waste (GN, 2012); Canada-wide standards for dioxins and furans (CCME, 2014a); Canada-wide standards for mercury emissions (CCME, 2014b).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sewage, grey water</td>
<td>(07) Increase in concentrations of total suspended solids (TSS), nutrients, and metals.</td>
<td>Sediment quality</td>
<td>Avoidance: solid waste incinerated to standards or stored until disposal or recycled at home port; vessels fitted with sewage treatment plants and capacity for grey and black water requirements; hazardous waste (e.g., oil products) to be stored onboard until disposal at home port; oily bilge water to be retained for discharge at a licensed reception facility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(08) Potential increase in metal and hydrocarbon concentrations in fish tissue and reduction in fish health due to altered water and sediment quality.</td>
<td>Marine fish habitat</td>
<td>Minimization: ship decks to be kept clean to prevent drainage from mixing with contaminants, and any collected water routed through an oil-water separator and monitored for oil concentrations prior to discharge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(09) Increase in turbidity, resulting in habitat alteration.</td>
<td>Marine fish habitat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site contact water (all phases):</td>
<td>(10) Sediment resuspension.</td>
<td>Water quality</td>
<td>Avoidance: minimize overall footprint of infrastructure; 30 m setbacks from the marine environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>camp grey water, sewage, runoff,</td>
<td>(11) Changing pH from interaction with surficial material.</td>
<td>Sediment quality</td>
<td>Minimization: infrastructure located on appropriate base material; preservation of riparian zones to reduce flow velocities; slope texturing and grading; non-contact water and snow managed and diverted around infrastructure to natural drainage networks; permeable barriers, fibre rolls or both to reduce runoff velocities and retain sediment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>snowmelt, ore stockpiles, etc.</td>
<td>(12) Contributing TSS to water column through erosion and disturbance.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dock/port/wharf construction</td>
<td>(13) Increase in metals concentrations from TSS and dissolution.</td>
<td>Water quality</td>
<td>Minimization: silt curtains during blasting events; use of vibrating pile drivers to minimize tremor effects; building on competent bedrock or appropriate base material that will limit permeability and transport of potentially poor-quality water into the active layer; only geochemically suitable rock quarries used in construction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities: may include piling,</td>
<td>(14) Increase in nutrients from vegetation removal and blasting residue during construction.</td>
<td>Sediment quality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blasting, dredging, extraction,</td>
<td>(15) Sediment suspension and redeposition.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rock filling, and drilling</td>
<td>(16) Increase in TSS, nutrients, and metals.</td>
<td>Water quality</td>
<td>Compliance: HADD provisions under the Fisheries Act (prior to 2012); Avoidance: site location to avoid sensitive habitat; 30 m setbacks from the marine environment; reduce overall dock/port footprint; locating dock/port components out of water where possible; construction during open-water period to avoid sensitive periods for fish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(17) Introduction of ammonium nitrate from explosives.</td>
<td>Sediment quality</td>
<td>Minimization: building on competent bedrock to avoid erosion; use of silt curtains during blasting events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(18) Increase in hydrocarbon concentrations from the mechanical use of fuel, oil, and grease.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(19) Disruption to natural sedimentation patterns could affect nearshore subsea permafrost.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(20) Increased turbidity.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(21) Direct loss or change in quality of fish habitat by harmful alteration, disruption or destruction (HADD).</td>
<td>Marine fish habitat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 2. Potential biophysical impacts and common mitigation measures of Arctic shipping identified in impact assessments for mining projects in the Nunavut Settlement Area, by project activity or causal factor – continued:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project activity or causal factor</th>
<th>Potential impact</th>
<th>Valued component</th>
<th>Common mitigation measures by mitigation type/hierarchy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dock/port/wharf construction</td>
<td>(22) Underwater pressure and vibrations from blasting, resulting in direct fish mortality, injury or behavioural change in fish or fish eggs and larvae; changes to population abundance. (23) Fish avoidance. (24) Indirect effects through decreased health.</td>
<td>Marine fish</td>
<td><strong>Compliance</strong>: Measures to Protect Fish and Fish Habitat (DFO, 2019) and Guidelines for the Use of Explosives in or near Canadian Fisheries Waters (Wright and Hopky, 1998). <strong>Avoidance</strong>: fish salvage to remove and avoid direct mortality of fish within worksite. <strong>Minimization</strong>: as per guidelines, minimum setbacks based on habitat type; minimum overpressure threshold of 100 kPa with a recommended 50 kPa limit; critical timing windows; no explosives to be detonated that produce a peak particle velocity greater than 13 mm/s in a spawning bed during the period of egg incubation; hydroacoustic monitoring during blasting events; established underwater noise thresholds not to be exceeded outside the isolated work area; if thresholds are exceeded, use of a noise attenuation device such as bubble curtain; use of vibratory pile instead of impact pile driving.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causal factor: dust deposition</td>
<td>(25) Disturbance effects such as subtle changes in behaviour. (26) Changes in habitat use (avoidance). (27) Hearing impairment and masking of environmental sounds, especially in enclosed areas such as port sites during construction. (28) Potential for direct mortality.</td>
<td>Marine mammals</td>
<td><strong>Compliance</strong>: meeting 100 kPa overpressure limit. <strong>Minimization</strong>: similar to those for fish: timing of blasting events or drilling to avoid sensitive periods; monitor for mammals in the blasting area; bubble curtain system; discourage mammals from blast area with acoustic deterrent device; soft-start procedures; stop work when sound levels surpass thresholds for marine mammals outside of the 200 m exclusion zone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities: ship loading, vehicle traffic, airstrip activities, blasting, quarry operations, ore stockpiles, etc.</td>
<td>(29) Increase in TSS, nutrients, dissolved oxygen, hydrocarbons, and metals in water column and sediment.</td>
<td>Water quality Sediment quality</td>
<td><strong>Compliance</strong>: dust suppressants applied in accordance with Nunavut Environmental Guideline for Dust Suppression (GN, 2002). <strong>Minimization</strong>: use of water (summer months) or other non-toxic and biodegradable additives for dust control on the port/dock sites and access roads; speed limits for vehicles travelling on roads to reduce dust.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project footprint: in-water structures and marine laydown area</td>
<td>(30) Direct loss or change in quality of fish habitat by harmful alteration, disruption or destruction (HADD). (31) Indirect effects through changes in benthic and foraging habitat.</td>
<td>Marine fish habitat</td>
<td><strong>Compliance</strong>: HADD provisions under the Fisheries Act (prior to 2012); <strong>Avoidance</strong>: site location to avoid sensitive habitat; 30 m setbacks from the marine environment; reduce overall dock/port footprint; dock/port components located out of water where possible. <strong>Minimization</strong>: building on competent bedrock to avoid erosion; use of silt curtains during blasting events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project lighting (on vessels and infrastructure)</td>
<td>(32) May cause sensory disturbances altering the behaviour of marine birds. (33) Change in bird health or mortality due to collision with infrastructure or vessels.</td>
<td>Marine birds</td>
<td><strong>Minimization</strong>: shield or angle lighting to minimize direct illumination and reflection of the sea; schedule activities during daylight hours when practical (for open-water shipping only, shipping takes place in summer months with extended daylight hours); selection of shipping route to avoid key marine habitat areas for migratory birds and bird sanctuaries where possible, as safe navigation allows; avoid aggregations of marine birds to the extent possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causal factor: airborne noise; vessel presence</td>
<td>(34) Disturbance of open-water marine foraging and brood-rearing areas. (35) Disturbance during molting and staging periods (mid-July through early October) coincides with seasonal resupply. (36) Functional habitat loss due to disturbance (birds may move upwards of a kilometre or more).</td>
<td>Marine birds</td>
<td><strong>Avoidance</strong>: buffer from key migratory bird habitat sites (ranging from 2–30 km depending on the project); open-water shipping so project will not interact with marine birds using open-water leads. <strong>Minimization</strong>: use of established shipping lanes; maintaining constant speed; maintaining the same course to the extent possible; avoiding rapid accelerations; ocean-going vessels to anchor at deep water if necessary; where possible, vessels shut down engines and propellers while anchored.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project activity or causal factor</td>
<td>Potential impact</td>
<td>Valued component</td>
<td>Common mitigation measures by mitigation type/hierarchy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Causal factor: underwater noise; vessel presence</strong> &lt;br&gt;<strong>Activity: shipping</strong></td>
<td>(37) Anthropogenic noise, causing stress-induced reduction in growth and reproductive output and interference with critical functions such as acoustic communication, predator avoidance, and prey detection.  &lt;br&gt;(38) Area avoidance.  &lt;br&gt;(39) Habitat alteration.</td>
<td>Marine fish</td>
<td><strong>Avoidance:</strong> vessels to maintain a buffer from sensitive habitat areas (ranging from 2–30km depending on the project).  &lt;br&gt;<strong>Minimization:</strong> use of established shipping lanes; maintaining constant speed; maintaining the same course to the extent possible; speed restrictions in sensitive habitat areas or areas of restricted depth; avoiding rapid accelerations; ocean-going vessels to anchor at deep water if necessary; where possible, vessels will shut down engines and propellers while anchored.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Causal factor: underwater noise and airborne noise; vessel presence</strong> &lt;br&gt;<strong>Activity: shipping</strong></td>
<td>(40) Alteration to marine mammal behaviour or health due to underwater noise; range from subtle changes at low received levels to strong effects of temporary or permanent hearing impairment at high received levels.  &lt;br&gt;(41) Disturbance due to food chain effects.  &lt;br&gt;(42) Habitat avoidance, which may include disruptions to annual migration.  &lt;br&gt;(43) Masking of environmental sounds and in extreme cases can affect migration, reduced foraging efficiency, increased energy expenditure, and reduced fecundity and population health.  &lt;br&gt;(44) Cumulative effects causing longer term avoidance by mammals and habitat change.</td>
<td>Marine mammals</td>
<td><strong>Avoidance:</strong> for open-water shipping only, shipping season avoids periods where mammals are dependent on sea ice; vessels to maintain a minimum 2 km buffer from sensitive habitat areas.  &lt;br&gt;<strong>Minimization:</strong> vessels not to approach within 300 m of walrus, polar bears, or ringed seals on sea ice, haulouts, or to approach mammals engaged in feeding activities; reduce vessel speed as mammals approach within 100 m and, if safe, detour to avoid mammals; vessels not to separate an individual member(s) of a group of marine mammals from other members; use of established shipping lanes; maintaining constant speed; maintaining the same course to the extent possible; restricting speed in sensitive habitat areas or areas of restricted depth; avoiding rapid accelerations; ocean-going vessels to anchor at deep water if necessary; where possible vessels will shut down engines and propellers while anchored.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Causal factor: propeller wash</strong> &lt;br&gt;<strong>Activity: shipping</strong></td>
<td>(45) Sediment suspension and redeposition.  &lt;br&gt;(46) Increase in TSS, nutrients, and metals in the water column.  &lt;br&gt;(47) Disruption to natural sedimentation patterns affect nearshore subsea permafrost.</td>
<td>Water quality</td>
<td><strong>Minimization:</strong> maintaining a constant speed; reducing speed in areas of restricted depths; when possible, vessels to shutdown engines and propellers when anchored or tied to spud barge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Causal factor: ship wake</strong> &lt;br&gt;<strong>Activity: shipping</strong></td>
<td>(48) Alter water and sediment quality through erosion from wave energy and deposition of sediments.  &lt;br&gt;(49) Increase in TSS, nutrients and metals in water column.  &lt;br&gt;(50) Changes to intertidal habitat with potential changes in benthic productivity.  &lt;br&gt;(51) Disruption to natural sedimentation patterns affect nearshore subsea permafrost.</td>
<td>Sediment quality</td>
<td><strong>Minimization:</strong> maintaining a constant speed; reducing speed in areas of restricted depths and when near sensitive habitat areas; 2 km buffer from shorebird habitat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Causal factor: propeller wash and ship wake</strong> &lt;br&gt;<strong>Activity: shipping</strong></td>
<td>(52) Sediment suspension and redeposition causing habitat alteration.  &lt;br&gt;(53) Altered seabed sediment composition and its effects on benthic biotic can alter fish habitat.</td>
<td>Marine fish habitat</td>
<td><strong>Minimization:</strong> maintaining a constant speed; reducing speed in areas of restricted depths.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Causal factor: ship strikes</strong> &lt;br&gt;<strong>Activity: shipping</strong></td>
<td>(54) Collisions with marine mammals may result in change in health or mortality.</td>
<td>Marine mammals</td>
<td><strong>Minimization:</strong> maintaining a constant speed and course; reducing speed in areas of restricted depths and in sensitive habitat areas; vessels not to approach within 300 m of walrus, polar bears, or ringed seals on sea ice, haulouts, or to approach mammals engaged in feeding activities; vessels to reduce speed as mammals approach within 100 m and, if safe, detour to avoid mammals; vessels not to separate an individual member(s) of a group of marine mammals from other members.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 2. Potential biophysical impacts and common mitigation measures of Arctic shipping identified in impact assessments for mining projects in the Nunavut Settlement Area, by project activity or causal factor – continued:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project activity or causal factor</th>
<th>Potential impact</th>
<th>Valued component</th>
<th>Common mitigation measures by mitigation type/hierarchy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Causal factor: accidental fuel spill, spill of dry cargo Storage, handling, and use of fuels and other petroleum products; lightering of cargo</td>
<td>(55) Spill of Arctic diesel or other petroleum products in the marine environment.</td>
<td>Water quality</td>
<td>Compliance: Canada Shipping Act, Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act, MARPOL Convention Protocols and Annexes by the IMO; required to develop a Spill Contingency Plan; Oil Pollution Prevention Plan; Shipboard Oil Pollution Emergency Plan (i.e., all fuel tankers must be double-hulled; ships equipped with fuel back-up systems such as twin engine or radar, redundant navigational and communication systems; vessels must have plans and specifications approved by Transport Canada; use of standardized connections and piping systems that meet international standards; vessels are equipped with required navigation, safety, and communication equipment).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(56) Potential direct (change in health or mortality) or indirect effects (food chain effects) on wildlife; Inhilation, resulting in inflammation of mucous membranes, pneumonia, and neurological damage; Ingestion, resulting in toxicological effects, gastrointestinal inflammation, ulcers, bleeding, diarrhea, or poor digestion; Oil, fouling the baleen of baleen whales, leading to reduced filtering/feeding efficiency; Temporary displacement; Reduced prey availability through prey displacement; Contamination or loss of food sources causing contamination or mortality of fish and lower trophic organisms; i.e., fish species in shallower and nearshore areas; Coating of plumage by hydrocarbons resulting in loss of insulating properties as well as loss of buoyancy leading to hypothermia and potentially drowning events.</td>
<td>Sediment quality</td>
<td>Avoidance: shipping routes selected to avoid sensitive habitat areas and migratory bird sanctuaries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(57) Direct contact of oil/fuel on skin or coat, affecting thermoregulation abilities (i.e., seals or polar bears) and cause inflammation and irritation;</td>
<td>Marine wildlife</td>
<td>Minimization: shipping route selected to avoid sensitive habitat areas and migratory bird sanctuaries; speed restrictions, especially in areas of restricted depth; routine hazard identification and risk analysis addressing navigational safety; BMPs in refuelling and bulk fuel; i.e., secondary containment of bulk fuel storage areas; use of drip trays under transfer equipment; transfer equipment regularly inspected and maintained (with complete documentation).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative effects</td>
<td>(58) Inhalation, resulting in inflammation of mucous membranes, pneumonia, and neurological damage; (59) Ingestion, resulting in toxicological effects, gastrointestinal inflammation, ulcers, bleeding, diarrhea, or poor digestion; (60) Oil, fouling the baleen of baleen whales, leading to reduced filtering/feeding efficiency; (61) Temporary displacement; (62) Reduced prey availability through prey displacement; (63) Contamination or loss of food sources causing contamination or mortality of fish and lower trophic organisms; i.e., fish species in shallower and nearshore areas; (64) Coating of plumage by hydrocarbons resulting in loss of insulating properties as well as loss of buoyancy leading to hypothermia and potentially drowning events.</td>
<td>Sediment quality</td>
<td>Mitigation measures and management plans to address respective VCs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(65) Air emissions from vessels affecting air quality.</td>
<td>Marine wildlife</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(66) Change in health and mortality risk for marine wildlife due to collisions with vessels.</td>
<td>Water quality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(67) Change in behaviour of wildlife due to underwater noise from vessels.</td>
<td>Sediment quality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(68) Changes to water and sediment quality, resulting in change in habitat quality; direct effects like mortality or reduction in health for wildlife; indirect effects such as food chain effects; exposure to contaminants from interaction with project.</td>
<td>Marine wildlife</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(69) Change in health and mortality risk for marine wildlife due to potential exposure to fuel spills.</td>
<td>Inuit harvesting activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(70) Surface noise from vessels causing sensory disturbance and energetic stress in marine birds.</td>
<td>Country foods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(71) Effects on marine wildlife combine to affect Inuit harvesting activities, harvesting culture, and quality of country foods.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
foraging; cultural resources such as archeological sites; travel and mobility; and traditional and current land-use. One routine impact across the sample of IAs was the combination of effects to water and sediment quality, marine birds, fish, and mammals and the subsequent adverse impacts to Inuit harvesting activities and harvesting culture. Such impacts were sometimes termed “in-project cumulative effects” in the EISs—biophysical effects that combine to ultimately affect harvesting practices. Mitigation measures for these cumulative effects restated the mitigation measures for each respective VC and did not offer any additional measures specific to the affected human components. The second common impact was the disturbance or removal of archeological sites in the project’s footprint. Mitigation measures focused on avoidance measures and minimization, ensuring pre-development surveys and adhering to protocols under archeological permits issued by the Government of Nunavut for systematic data recovery if previously unknown sites are discovered during development.

Impact Management on the Mitigation Hierarchy

Mitigation translates the findings of the IA into recommendations on a hierarchy of avoid, minimize, or compensate for project impacts—the first two actions are options for ameliorating impacts, whereas compensating refers to making up for or creating new values (Larsen et al., 2018). Mitigation measures along the hierarchy can also be compliance-based, which requires project proponents or activities to operate in accordance with applicable legislation and regulations. According to an NIRB staff member, the assumption is that by complying with stated legislation or regulations, impacts are either avoided or sufficiently small enough to be deemed acceptable. Results show that shipping operations in the NSA rely largely on compliance-based measures (Table 2). Avoidance measures are typically adopted through project design, while minimizing measures use best management practices to minimize risk and meet regulatory compliance. Compensation measures were the least common and are often part of Inuit Impact Benefit Agreements (IBA), which are established separate to the IA process and not part of the public IA record.

Compliance-based: Proponents, like operators in southern Canada, are subject to legislation and regulations at the territorial or provincial, federal, and international level. Federally, the Canada Shipping Act (2001) is the most extensive, with 59 regulations under the Act covering areas like anchorage, ballast water control and management, navigation safety, and hull construction. Proponents are also subject to the Fisheries Act (1985), the Migratory Birds Convention Act (1994), and the Species at Risk Act (2002), among others. Federal and international laws outline the requirements for vessels transporting fuel, including equipment, training, and procedures. However, many of these regulations are not specific to the Arctic environment.

The Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act (1985) provides two regulations that aim to prevent pollution in Canadian Arctic waters. The Act is effectively a “zero discharge” act, which states, “no person or ship shall deposit or permit the deposit of waste of any type in the Arctic waters” (section 4(1)). Avoidance: Impact avoidance is most effective when considered early in the IA process, and project design elements are still flexible. Of the avoidance measures identified in IA documents, most involved project design strategies such as locating in-water infrastructure away from fish-bearing water or known habitat sites or timing construction events outside of spawning seasons (see Table 2). Interestingly, the Back River and Hope Bay IAs (projects that involved open-water shipping only) presented the shipping season as an avoidance measure for impacts to, for example, the winter habitats of marine mammals. However, NIRB staff indicated that the shipping season often has more to do with community opposition to year-round shipping.

Minimization: Measures to minimize impacts were primarily found in a project’s shipping management plan (SMP) and presented as best management practices in addition to regulatory compliance (see Table 2). An SMP covers many operation details ranging from lightering procedures (loading or unloading ships), spill prevention and response, waste management, wildlife protocols, and communication equipment. Best practices in SMPs are often presented as management measures for multiple impacts; for example, measures to minimize adverse effects on water and sediment quality, such as managing runoff, are often cited as measures to minimize adverse food chain effects for marine fish.

SMPs varied in the extent to which minimization measures were precise and thus likely to be verifiable through monitoring. Construction of in-water infrastructure was one example where measures were observed to be precise and present specific practices, such as the use of bubble or silt curtains during blasting events and accompanying Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada’s (DFO) guidelines for overpressure thresholds to protect fish, or applying specific windows for activities outside of sensitive periods for mammals, birds, or fish. Setbacks (i.e., maintaining a distance) from sensitive habitat sites such as migratory bird sanctuaries or walrus uglyt (haulouts) along a shipping route were also identified and can be verified through monitoring.

However, other measures were less precise. One combination of mitigation measures that was routinely applied was “reducing speed” and “maintaining a constant speed and course” (see Table 2). For example, slowing vessels down was used to minimize the effects of activities such as icebreaking on landfast ice; to lessen anthropogenic noise disturbance effects to marine mammals; or to reduce the risk of mammal ship strikes. However, the NIRB and intervenors in IA processes raised concerns over uncertainty in the effectiveness of such measures.
and whether implementation could be verified. For example, gaps in acoustic data for Arctic species in noise models, such as for ringed seals, as well as limited data on the effectiveness of reducing ship speed made impact predictions and significance determinations uncertain with respect to the effects of underwater noise in Arctic environments (NIRB, 2012:154).

**Compensation:** Only one compensation measure was identified as routine: the creation of new fish habitat through fisheries authorizations in the event of the harmful alteration, disruption, or destruction of fish habitat under the *Fisheries Act* (see Table 2). Compensation was also used for impacts affecting Inuit harvesting activities and mobility, but the details of compensation were rarely reported. Some projects indicated that the specifics of compensation would be established through an Inuit IBA, which are not part of the public IA record (e.g., as discussed in NIRB, 2014b, 2017, 2018a).

**Impact Management after Approval**

Following project approval, the NIRB plays a unique role in monitoring. The NIRB focus group described the NIRB’s monitoring officers as “the eyes of the communities.” Project certificates authorize a project to proceed and contain specific terms and conditions that must be implemented, including mitigation measures. The NIRB engages in effects monitoring (measuring and interpreting changes to environmental and socioeconomic parameters to identify effects and test impact predictions) and compliance monitoring (determining if the land or resources use in question meets regulatory compliance) (NIRB, 2018d). Proponents are required to submit annual reports to the NIRB; larger projects such as mines have additional requirements, including a project monitoring officer, site visits, and community updates.

Regulators like DFO or Environment Canada, submit a compliance-monitoring report to the NIRB, showing the project’s compliance with their respective permits and authorizations (Barry et al., 2016). While the ultimate responsibility for monitoring lies with the proponent, the NIRB coordinates project monitoring and reporting and sets the specifics of the programs, rather than duplicate efforts among the proponent and regulators. While these types of monitoring are not unique to Nunavut, the NIRB is empowered through Article 12.7 of the Nunavut Agreement (1993) to amend project certificate conditions including reconsideration of mitigation or monitoring in response to unanticipated project effects, unexpected monitoring results, or management actions that are not as effective as anticipated. This monitoring function is intended to create an adaptive management cycle, identified as essential for managing uncertainty in Arctic operations.

During the staff focus group, reference was made about requiring shipboard observers (SBO) in certificate conditions as an example of adaptive management. The certificate for Mary River requires the use of SBO to monitor for marine mammals and birds along the shipping route and provide notification of any ship strikes (NIRB, 2014a). The proponent discontinued the SBO program in 2016 because of safety concerns over transferring observers from smaller vessels to vessels at sea. Another reason given was the limited number of mammals observed (NIRB, 2018c). In the 2017 – 18 monitoring report from the NIRB, the proponent was found to be non-compliant with these conditions. The NIRB’s subsequent recommendation was that the proponent develop alternate strategies for monitoring vessel interactions with marine mammals should the SBO program continue to be unsafe (NIRB, 2018c). In the 2018 monitoring report submitted by the proponent, the initial safety concerns were mitigated using dedicated survey platform and onboard accommodation for Inuit observers on an ice management vessel. This solution, which allowed for consecutive days or weeks of wildlife surveys instead of occasional onboarding at sea, proved itself through a substantial increase in wildlife sightings. In 2018, 551 sightings totaling 2766 individual mammals were observed compared to 65 mammals in 2013, 12 in 2014, and 16 in 2015, although no ship strikes were reported over the four years (NIRB, 2019a).

**Challenges to Managing Impacts**

Key challenges identified from the document review and highlighted by the focus groups on managing the impacts of Arctic shipping through IA include uncertainty, assessing the appropriateness of existing mechanisms (e.g., laws, regulations, best practices) to manage shipping in Arctic environments, and addressing the cumulative effects of increasing development. Focus groups reported that reliance on compliance-based measures and best management practices introduces challenges over enforcement, communication, and capacity in a vast and remote region. Some federal regulators who administer key legislation and regulations, many of which have their own enforcement provisions, operate from southern Canada and do not have a permanent presence in the Arctic, which leads to obvious practical challenges in enforcement (e.g., managing complaints over non-compliance from community members). Focus group participants raised this as an issue for engaging with communities after an IA is completed, noting: “they [federal regulators] aren’t aware of the Arctic and the Arctic isn’t aware of them.” Focus group participants noted that the NIRB has had to reinforce the responsibilities of federal regulators through project certificate terms and conditions to help ensure that regulators meaningfully participate in compliance monitoring and enforcement.

A focus on compliance also raised questions over the effectiveness of these measures for sensitive Arctic environments. Focus group participants reported that in making decisions on project approvals, the NIRB must ask whether compliance-based measures, which were largely developed to regulate shipping outside of the Arctic
(e.g., Ballast Water Control and Management Regulations), are precautionary enough for Arctic waters.

This task is made harder by uncertainty or gaps in scientific data or when regulators are not fully resourced to effectively participate in the process; participants gave the example of not providing a qualified subject matter expert at technical meetings or public hearings, which made the board’s decision-making that much harder. Participants reported that gaps in baseline data present practical challenges in assessing impact predictions, significance determinations, and mitigation. For example, in the Hope Bay public hearing, the NIRB noted that data deficiencies (not specific to the project) limited the ability of regulators to have confidence in the assessment of cumulative effects. In the final public hearing, a representative from DFO noted that, “taken as a whole, we don’t know what the threshold is… We’re pretty data deficient right now when it comes to the cumulative impacts of shipping on marine mammals in the North” (NIRB, 2018a:287). A similar data issue over ballast water exchange and management in the Mary River public hearing was reported in the focus group, especially over the cumulative effects of exchange over the project’s 30-year lifespan. In the NIRB’s view, while monitoring can allow for responsive adaptive management, regulatory authorities might also be more proactive and diligent with regulatory inspections, oversight and enforcement than might be routine for other areas, given the unprecedented nature of Mary River in the NSA (NIRB, 2012). However, regulatory capacity is limited for agencies with only seasonal or no presence in Nunavut.

Concern was also highlighted by focus group participants over the regulatory capacity and gaps in other permitting processes for activities that do not trigger an IA screening. For example, tourism is seen by the NIRB and communities as a “really big issue because of waste dumping, amount of foot traffic in marine marginal areas, and now scuba diving, snorkelling, [and] chumming for Greenland sharks.” From the NIRB’s perspective, regulators like Parks Canada are seeing this change in the number of large cruise ships that unexpectedly might decide to stop near a national park, but Parks Canada does not have the capacity to effectively supervise a visit or regulate activity. The NIRB indicates that it is “keenly aware” of concerns about the cumulative effects of increasing traffic, and this concern is routinely raised by community members in public hearings. The NIRB generally accepts that the potential for cumulative effects from projects can be effectively managed by implementing the mitigation, monitoring and adaptive management measures proposed by proponents (NIRB, 2018a:282). Given the confines of project-based IA, focus group participants indicated that IAs do not provide the appropriate venue for addressing these more general concerns about future development and data deficiencies.

The focus on compliance-based mitigation coupled with questions over the cumulative effects of ship traffic was highlighted in the focus group, with reference to a question raised in the Hope Bay IA. The proponent argued over the necessity of requiring an SMP given the focus on regulatory compliance, further prompting questions about how the potential cumulative effects of shipping on marine mammals should be dealt with. It was the NIRB’s view that it would be “most appropriate for the Government of Canada to establish and implement standardized requirements that would pertain to all certified vessels transiting through Arctic waters, rather than placing the onus on proponents” (NIRB, 2018a:282).

This discussion arose during the focus group around the application of a similar program mentioned earlier: shipboard observers. Participants recounted that a federal regulator wanted to implement SBOs for Hope Bay vessels because of their prediction of whale strikes and concern for cumulative effects in the study area. There were two problems that arose in the public hearings. First, there was contention over the underlying assumptions of the regulator’s model. Their model for whale strikes predicted an unusually high number of strikes (around 20 per year) from one project alone. However, it was discovered that the model assumed that whales did not move when a ship approaches. As one NIRB member recalled during the focus group: “It would be a lot easier to hunt if they didn’t move!” The regulator was using this model because of a lack of data on an Arctic species. This lack of data was not only the case in Hope Bay, but in all IAs. Focus group participants indicated that federal regulators encourage adaptive management approaches to meet their own data needs, and the onus is put on proponents to fill data gaps on species under their jurisdiction. The challenge for the NIRB and for proponents is avoiding regulators’ front-loading the IA process with their own needs. As one participant explained, the NIRB is put in the position of “finding a balance between creating opportunities through monitoring programs to fill data gaps and having to accept and deal with high levels of uncertainty.”

The second issue in the SBO case was that the sealift activities associated with Hope Bay are not functionally different from the community sealift, often using the same contractors. Focus group participants explained that the NIRB took the position that the responsibility for such measures does not lie with one proponent and their shipping contractor but with the industry that the federal government regulates. In the NIRB’s view, SBOs can be appropriate for projects like Mary River, where the proponent has direct control over vessels. There is a need for a more strategic approach to regulate Arctic shipping; requiring SBOs for individual project proponents does little to monitor or mitigate the effects of other types of important marine traffic, like tourism or community resupply.

DISCUSSION

The first priority of the mitigation hierarchy in IA is to avoid impacts, the second is to minimize impacts, and the last resort is to compensate for any impacts—a
mitigation hierarchy “upside down” can illustrate a failure in implementation (Larsen et al., 2018). The management approach taken in IA for mine-based shipping in Nunavut is best described as minimize, avoid, and compensate (see Table 2). Avoidance measures tended to be temporal or spatial, involving either the timing of events or setbacks from known habitat areas. The IA document review revealed that unlike other jurisdictions (Tinker et al., 2005; Larsen et al., 2018), proponents explicitly highlighted where design decisions have been made to avoid impacts. This requirement is set in an IAs terms of reference; the NIRB requires proponents to demonstrate how public consultation and IQ influenced planning and design of the project (NIRB, 2018b).

Measures to minimize impacts were applied in both construction and operation phases through best practices that are used to manage the impacts of marine development in other environments, such as the use of bubble or silt curtains in construction (Jacob et al., 2016). Compliance-based measures could be categorized as either avoid or minimize depending on their intent: for example, the required use of conventional double-hulled petroleum tankers under MARPOL could be considered a measure to avoid a catastrophic oil spill, but ultimately minimizes the risk of an accident. Lastly, compensation was not a routine mitigation strategy. Where compensation was used, it was often to address social or cultural impacts to Inuit harvesting activities and land-use through IBAs. IBAs are common in the Canadian Arctic and are an increasingly common business practice in the mining sector (Noble and Hanna, 2015). Jacob et al. (2016) observed in their study on the mitigation hierarchy in IAs for marine and coastal development projects that compensation is more readily applied to socioeconomic impacts, since the significance threshold is considered lower than for biophysical impacts.

Focus group results suggest that an important and sometimes technically difficult task in the Arctic is assessing whether shipping legislation, regulation or best practices designed elsewhere are precautionary enough for Arctic environments and the realities of polar operations. Gaps in scientific baseline data on Arctic species, where southern species are used in modelling, often lead to uncertainty in impact predictions, which is further compounded by rapidly changing Arctic environment baselines (Arctic Council, 2016).

The NIRB’s comprehensive monitoring function is thus an important part of a precautionary approach to managing shipping impacts whereby the NIRB, regulators, and the proponent collaborate to monitor project effects and regulatory compliance, and to test impact predictions and the effectiveness of mitigation. Importantly, the NIRB is enabled through legislation to adjust terms and conditions to reflect monitoring results—a provision that is essential to creating an adaptive management strategy (Morrison-Saunders et al., 2003; Tinker et al., 2005) and creating the capacity to cope with, prepare for, and adapt to uncertain or changing social-ecological conditions (Dale and Armitage, 2011). Results from such monitoring activities can also contribute to an important learning outcome for IA; how to design and manage projects that mitigate adverse effects and enhance benefits (Cashmore et al., 2004; Chanchitpricha and Bond, 2013). If subsequent IAs can build on prior investigations, over time it becomes possible to significantly improve the understanding of the impacts and ecosystemic factors (Greig and Duncker, 2011). This improvement is especially the case as the Mary River project develops and generates new monitoring data on such issues as the distribution of ringed seals and implications for icebreaking (Yurkowski et al., 2019) or on the risk of invasive species in ballast water exchange in Davis Strait (Goldsmid et al., 2019). Understanding impact outcomes and mitigation effectiveness for these “routine” measures can not only inform management for the Mary River project but can inform best practices for shipping impact mitigation in the NSA.

However, there are some key challenges. First, the effectiveness of compliance-based measures assumes the regulatory capacity for enforcement; having rules is one thing, their implementation and the means to enforce compliance is another (Guy and Lasserre, 2016). For many impacted communities in Nunavut, enforcement is a major concern given the remoteness of the region, the limits of the Canadian Coast Guard and other emergency response, and the lack of physical presence of regulators like Transport Canada or DFO (Thiessen, 2019). The lack of clarity around roles and responsibilities for ensuring the implementation of mitigation measures is a challenge because it can “increase the risk of inexpedient or no implementation” (Larsen et al., 2018:293). To get ahead of this challenge, the NIRB includes explicit references to the responsibilities of regulators in project terms and conditions. Despite these requirements, the NIRB expressed caution in the public hearings for the Mary River, Meliadine, Back River, and Hope Bay projects over the regulatory capacity of authorizing agencies to meaningfully participate in follow-up activities (NIRB, 2012, 2014b, 2017, 2018a).

Second, results from this research indicate concerns over the ability of the current IA system to effectively manage the cumulative effects of increasing Arctic traffic. In the case of the Hope Bay project SBO, for example, a regulatory gap was noted by the NIRB: many of the contributors to the substantial increase in marine traffic (i.e., community resupply and cruise ships) are not captured by the NIRB’s project-specific assessments and therefore an individual IA is not the venue for “determining whether additional regulations may be required for shipping in the Canadian Arctic” (NIRB, 2018a:287). This gap is acknowledged by communities in Nunavut, especially those close to shipping routes (Thiessen, 2019). The challenges of assessing cumulative effects through project-based IAs are well documented in recent scholarship (Duncker et al., 2013; Noble et al., 2017; Sinclair et al., 2017) and are not unique to the Canadian Arctic (Cherp and Golubeva, 2004). Foley et al. (2017), for example, report that, despite scientific
advances and regulatory efforts to address the effects of multiple, overlapping stressors on ocean and coastal environments, practitioners, proponents, and regulators continue to struggle to address cumulative effects as part of IA processes. Identifying cumulative effects can be a technically challenging process and likely even beyond the capacity of project-focused IA (Wong et al., 2019), even though cumulative effects may seem obvious to communities directly observing change over time (Arnold et al., 2019). Results suggest that notwithstanding a meaningful IA process for shipping, including mitigation strategies and follow-up programs, an increasing number of shipping activities in the Arctic are not subject to such assessment and mitigation planning.

Third, and closely related to the above, given that only a minority projects undergo an IA, managing the impacts of Arctic shipping requires a more strategic approach. There is a tendency for issues to emerge during IAs that are beyond the scope of what can be addressed in project-based IA, a challenge that is not unique to the Arctic (Udofia et al., 2015). Results from this research show that the NIRB’s process becomes a repository for regional concerns about the cumulative contribution of shipping not captured through IA, and that an individual IA is not the venue to address these regional concerns, as illustrated by the Hope Bay assessment. For many Indigenous communities across Canada, however, including the Arctic, the IA process is often the only opportunity in the regulatory process to raise concerns about development impacts. Since most projects and activities do not trigger an IA, few opportunities exist to engage in meaningful discussions about development impacts and regional concerns (Udofia et al., 2017). Regional or strategic assessments can provide better opportunities to address concerns over the appropriateness of different types of development within a region, help communities define the most desirable growth scenarios, and capture those shipping activities that individually and cumulatively affect Arctic environments and communities, but do not necessarily trigger an IA (CCME, 2009; Fidler and Noble, 2013; Noble and Hanna, 2015). There have been some promising developments in the eastern Arctic, including the recent strategic assessment of offshore oil and gas development (NIRB, 2019b); the cumulative effects assessment of shipping across Canada as part of the Oceans Protection Plan (GC, 2018; Lerner, 2018), and the development under the same federal initiative of low-impact Arctic shipping corridors (see Porta et al., 2017).

Nunavut’s land-use planning process, which also refers to the marine environment under the Nunavut Agreement, provides a more strategic approach for generating baseline data, defining management objectives, and easing the consultation burden placed on communities (Fidler and Noble, 2013). Currently, however, only one and a half out of three regions in Nunavut are covered under a plan, both of which have not been substantially updated since their approval in 2000 (NPC, 2016). When land-use plans are not kept current and consistent with residents’ values, the IA process can be inundated with regional issues during a screening or IA for a single project (Barry et al., 2016; NPC, 2016). A draft Nunavut Land Use Plan was released in 2016 but consultation processes have been stalled since early 2017 (NPC, 2016). Nonetheless, the experience and knowledge gained through IA can contribute to managing other types of shipping in the region.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper identified the routine impacts of Arctic shipping considered in IA practice and the management approaches adopted in project design, mitigation, and follow-up. Results from a review of recent IAs in the NSA identified 71 impacts to the biophysical environment and two impacts to the human environment that were common across the sample of IA documents. The approach to managing these impacts is based on a combination of measures applied to minimize and avoid impacts based on legislation, regulation, and best management practices. However, there are enduring concerns over the regulatory capacity of authorizing agencies to monitor and enforce compliance-based mitigation strategies. The challenges are exacerbated when mitigation relies heavily on standards developed external to Arctic environments, coupled with an assumption that mitigation is implemented and effective.

IA is an integral tool for managing the impacts of Arctic shipping. However, the results also indicate that the IAs are often contending with bigger questions about the increase in shipping traffic in the NSA. Private pleasure boats (non-commercial tourism), for example, were the fastest growing vessel type in the region over the last 25 years and with discoveries such as the Franklin Expedition ships and the allure of last-chance tourism, the demand for Arctic marine tourism will likely grow (Johnston et al., 2017). Regional demographics and a focus on further developing a fisheries economy in Nunavut suggest that general cargo, tug and barge, and fishing traffic may also increase (Dawson et al., 2017). A major challenge is that many of the concerns about the cumulative effects of shipping traffic are poorly addressed by placing the onus solely on an individual project proponent as part of the IA process. Different categories of shipping may require different management approaches depending on operations and scale, but the information generated about shipping impacts and management approaches from IAs can be valuable in refining or developing management approaches and regulatory mechanisms for Arctic shipping at the territorial and federal level.

Given the limits of baseline data in the Arctic, it is unlikely that uncertainties will be substantially reduced over a single IA, but, over time, transferable lessons can be applied based on IA practice. By understanding routine impacts and how they are managed, and the impacts that are not captured under the IA process, there is an opportunity to learn from one project to the next and refine what ‘best’
management practice means for Arctic shipping. Until more regional and sector-wide approaches emerge, an improved sharing of knowledge about routine impacts and known mitigation solutions is essential. Through complementary licensing or permitting processes, this knowledge can then be applied to shipping activities that are not subject to a IA, but share many of the same operational details and thus likely impacts.
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